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Motion Perception 1 

As humans, we come across motions in a daily basis starting from our breathing rhythm, 2 
flickering eyes, to every movement that we counter indoor or outdoor. We are sensitive to 3 
motion properties’ changes over time when they meet certain thresholds [1]. Thus, motion could 4 

be applied to visual designs in order to communicate various concepts to the viewers. In this 5 
essay, some applications are given where motion could be used as attention-grabber, teaching 6 

tool and information visualization tool. 7 

Researchers have found that motion is better in grabbing human attention than other visual 8 
elements such as color and orientation [2, 3]. The attention-attraction function of motion is so 9 
strong, especially when the motion is in the periphery of the visual system, that viewers find it 10 
difficult to ignore or not to look at that motion [4]. Thus, motion could play an important role 11 

when viewers are visually overloaded where it could help them to search for important 12 

information as quickly as possible. However, system designers should pay a careful attention not 13 

to use multiple motions simultaneously because findings have showed that human’s attention to 14 

an item degrades when multiple items should be attended [1]. Web designers have used this 15 
motion feature by incorporating animated widgets in their sites which serves the purpose of 16 
attracting the viewer’s attention [4]. Nevertheless, not every designer successes in applying 17 

motion effectively. 18 

Education is another area where motion may be applied effectively to enhance learning 19 

especially when it is difficult for students to grasp non-intuitive, abstract concepts. Motion could 20 
allow easier cognitive tagging and encode of information than text which needs slower and 21 

deeper processing [5]. Moreover, motion could convey a direct, concrete concept to most 22 
students while reading could convey various individual concepts (e.g. reading a novel is different 23 

from watching a movie). Motion could be easier to use in conveying some non-intuitive concepts 24 
and could save words by showing rather than a need to use many words to describe [5]. In 25 

education, motion better holds for teaching complex, mechanical, biological, physical, 26 
operational and computational systems or concepts that are hard to describe or visualize [5]. For 27 
example, the circulatory system, the motion of air, continents, galaxies, …etc. Students find it 28 

difficult to grasp these systems because they may not being able to relate concepts with 29 
something they have seen or visualized before. Thus, motion bridges this gap making students 30 

digest the abstract concepts easier. 31 

Maps and graphs are also potential applications where motion could be used for information 32 

visualization for complex and large amount of time-series data [6]. When maps or graphs are 33 
overloaded with multivariate datasets, color or texture could help visualizing them but as data or 34 
variables increase it becomes hard to avoid ambiguity. It even becomes worse when trying to 35 

represent real time and time-series changes (e.g. weather information). Applying motion could 36 

minimize the amount of on-screen data used to represent these variables as well it could grab 37 
viewer’s attention to important data when needed [7]. Hence, allowing viewers to attend fewer 38 

amounts of data at a time and easily pay more attention to the important details and patterns. 39 

In conclusion, although motion is widely applied to visualization designs, sometimes it could be 40 
difficult to perceive and understand. It could be distracting, annoying or even harmful to 41 
conveying important information. Thus, designers should be careful when to use motion and how 42 

to design it to express the desired information. 43 
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